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The decs are packed away, the lights are down and the only thing 
reminding us that Christmas was only last month are the tubs of toffees 
still kicking about. However, we know many brands have already 
kickstarted planning for Christmas 2023, so we wanted to share our 
thoughts on how Christmas 2022 shaped up from a retail perspective.

Christmas 2022 was set to feel a little different with 58% of British 
shoppers reporting to be worried about the cost of Christmas last year. 
Unsurprisingly, value became a big theme, with retailers and brands 
offering solutions to help customers navigate the crisis. 

We take a look at how the retailers fared over the festive season and 
discover if we really had the penny-pinching Christmas that was 
predicted...
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Christmas during a cost-of-living crisis

More shoppers used discounters than originally planned
With cost front of mind, a greater number of shoppers bought more at food discounters last year compared to the year 
before (20% vs 16% in 2021). Younger shoppers drove this increase, with 30% of 18-24 year olds purchasing more of their 
Christmas food and groceries from either Aldi or Lidl. 

Shoppers followed through on their plan to buy less
53% of shoppers said they would spend less for Christmas 2022, and it seems they stuck to that plan. The top five 
categories' shoppers cut back on were all discretionary spend: boxes of chocolate, biscuits, desserts, savoury snacks, and 
cakes. As 40% of shoppers only purchased essentials this year, it’s no surprise that luxury items were more affected than 
the staple Christmas items. 

Fewer shoppers conducted one big Christmas food shop
With the rising cost-of-living squeezing shoppers’ budgets, 73% of shoppers claimed they were going to shop around for 
the best deals. As a result, fewer shoppers conducted one big shop for their Christmas groceries, and instead did multiple 
shops in order to seek out the best value. Providing more opportunities for retailers to influence them in-store, with 
tempting promotions being likely to influence shoppers to pick up items they had previously planned to go elsewhere for.

Source: IGD Christmas 2022 Review



Key themes

With strict budgets and cost of living front of mind there were some key themes we saw retailers tapped into for Christmas 
2022:

Value was vital
It was imperative that retailers shouted about money-saving deals, price cuts and promoting their own private label 
categories.

Quality is king
Although shoppers were looking for a bargain, they weren’t looking to compromise on quality but were simply looking for it at
the best possible price.

Spreading the joy
We could all do with a little more joy at the moment and retailers used the opportunity to spread a little festive cheer in store 
at Christmas. We saw this most prominently through their messaging, novel Christmas products and bringing their big 
Christmas campaigns that customers may have seen on TV to life in their stores.



Aldi’s best Christmas ever…

Aldi UK announced that it “delivered its 
best ever Christmas” with sales during 
December surpassing £1.4 billion, 
representing an increase of 26% in 
December. 

Helped by sales in wine and Special buys, 
which were up 75% in December, a very 
merry Christmas indeed.

Kantar data suggests that Aldi has 
continued to take market share from 
mainstream supermarket rivals, its most 
recent numbers indicating that Aldi saw 
27.0% growth, taking its market share up 
from 7.7% this time last year to 9.1%. 

In terms of store set-up, Aldi’s Kevin the 
Carrot was ever-present, mirroring the TV 
advertisements and allowing customers to 
get their hands on much-loved Kevin 
merch once again.



Lower prices, more sales?

It seems pre-Christmas spending at Tesco didn’t slow down as the retailer concentrated on 
value and end-of-aisle promotions to entice customers. Using shelf-edge signage to remind its 
shoppers to start their Christmas shopping early to help spread the cost.

Tesco noted that their Q3 like-for-like sales were up 5.7% and were ahead by 7.9% in the 
Christmas trading period.

CEO Ken Murphy stated that: "I'm really pleased with our performance over this period -
particularly the further strong growth at Christmas on top of the exceptional growth of the 
last few years.





Have your elf a merry little 
Christmas

The most popular Christmas 
ad of 2022? It has to be Asda 
who partnered with Warner 
Bros to introduce ‘Buddy the 
Elf’ as the retailer’s newest 
seasonal recruit, as part of 
their ‘spreading Christmas 
cheer’ campaign.

Customers were treated to Elf 
merch, Elf-themed bakery 
products, and novel items 
such as Christmas-tree 
shaped doughnuts as 
promises of ‘great offers’ 
were seen throughout the 
store.

ASDA also expanded its 
private range adding 723 new 
products to its shelves.



Going Big!

Pre-Christmas research suggested shoppers would use discounters more over the course 
of December. And although Lidl actually didn’t see a great fluctuation in the number of 
customers visiting their stores, those shoppers who did visit spent much more. 

Suggesting the ‘big shop’ message from Lidl is resonating, and people aren’t just seeing 
Lidl as a pop-in shop but somewhere to spend their weekly shopping budget.

We also saw the debut of their Christmas character Lidl the bear, on our screens and in 
our stores.



Very merry

Sainsbury’s went all out on the festivity, 
featuring eye-catching displays 
throughout the stores including headers, 
floor graphics and shelf tags to attract 
shoppers' attention and encourage them 
to explore the private label range, and 
that of their brand partners.

Customers also had a chance to win 
Nectar points as part of a Cadbury’s 
promotion and value was reinforced 
through special offers.







Focus on quality

Morrisons brought back ‘Farmer Christmas’ for 
a second year, as it aimed to champion British 
farmers and food makers.

In addition to price cuts, Morrisons provided 
exclusive offers through its ‘My Morrisons’ 
scheme, using clear signage, such as headers, 
floor graphics and shelf tags, to inform 
shoppers of the various promotions and to 
promote food quality. 







The joy of Christmas

A not surprising, but sophisticated approach to festivity 
from Waitrose who focused on joy and giving back, while 
promoting its value message and offers using bold signage 
in prominent locations throughout the store. Shelf media 
reminded shoppers of complementary products, 
promoting cross merchandising.

With many festive products displayed in-aisle due to HFSS 
restrictions, Waitrose displayed festive products such as 
Christmas crackers and gifting items like alcohol on end-
of-aisle locations, to give the store a festive feel.



Value was vital

Even though variety discounters are known to 
shoppers as value-focused retailers, B&M dialed up 
their comms on value this Christmas. Which saw 
them spotlighting their £1 offer on a range of 
Christmas essentials.

With displays of limited-edition and Christmas-
themed products on gondola ends.  



The magic of Christmas

Unsurprisingly Boots’ displays were all about 
gifting with a sprinkling of magic for good 
measure. Echoing the sentiment of their 
Christmas campaign and TV advertisement ‘joy 
for all.’



A touch of Christmas

Jewel tones and simple 
styling set the scene in 
John Lewis where the 
product displays did most 
of the heavy lifting, but the 
festive feel seemed 
somewhat underwhelming 
compared to competitors.



We saw attention-grabbing 
displays and a focus on ‘joy’ 
and ‘indulgence’ from more 
luxury retailers.





We hope you find the content of this 
report useful and would welcome any 
feedback. 

Alternatively, if you have any retailers, 
you would like included, please let us 
know.

With more than 30 year’s experience, 
Altavia HRG know how to create 
exciting new ways to connect with and 
convert shoppers.

For help or advice with your trickiest 
briefs, or if you have any questions
please contact:

paul@altavia-hrg.com


